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Abstract—In the last years, the use of distributed uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems has been growing into the market, becoming an alternative to large conventional UPS systems. In addition, with the increasing interest in renewable energy integration and distributed generation, distributed UPS systems can be a suitable solution for storage energy in microgrids. This paper presents the most important control schemes for the parallel operation of UPS systems. Active load-sharing techniques and droop control approaches are described. The recent improvements and variants of these control techniques are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DISTRIBUTED generation (DG) is an emerging concept to decentralize the management of electricity production. However, DG makes no sense without distributed storage energy systems. Thus, the parallel operation is a special feature of high-performance uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems [1]–[21]. The parallel connection of UPS inverters is a challenging problem that is more complex than paralleling dc sources, since every inverter must properly share the load while staying synchronized. In theory, if the output voltage of every inverter has the same amplitude, frequency, and phase, the current load could equally be distributed. However, due to the physical differences between the inverters and the line impedance mismatches, the load will not properly be shared. This fact will lead to a circulating current among the inverters that can damage or overload them.

The fast development of digital signal processors has brought about an increase in control techniques for the parallel operation of UPS inverters. These control schemes can be classified into two main groups with regard to the use of control wire interconnections [7]. The first one is based on active load-sharing techniques, and the major part of them is derived from control schemes of parallel-connected dc–dc converters, such as centralized [22], [23], master–slave (MS) [24]–[32], average load sharing (ALS) [33]–[41], and circular chain control (CC) [42], [43]. Although these control schemes achieve both good output-voltage regulation and equal current sharing, they need critical intercommunication lines among modules that could reduce the system reliability and expandability.

The second kind of control scheme for the parallel operation of inverters is mainly based on the droop method [44]–[74]. This technique consists of adjusting the output-voltage frequency and amplitude in function of the active and reactive power delivered by the inverter. The droop method achieves higher reliability and flexibility in the physical location of the modules, since it uses only local power measurements. Nevertheless, the conventional droop method shows several drawbacks that limit its application area, such as slow transient response, tradeoff between the power-sharing accuracy and the frequency and voltage deviations, unbalance harmonic current sharing, and high dependency on the inverter output impedance. In addition, the line impedance is unknown, which can result in reactive power unbalances. This problem can be overcome by injecting high-frequency signals through the power lines or by adding external data communication signals. These communication systems, typically digital, must not be critical and robust. This way, controller area networks, power line communications, or wireless (radio frequency links) are often implemented [75]–[78].

In this paper, a review of the control schemes for the parallel operation of UPS systems and the trends of these systems in DG systems and microgrids are presented. Although the control of standalone UPS inverters was widely studied, it will not be shown in this paper [79]–[86]. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the configuration types of distributed UPS systems. Section III analyzes the circulating current problem derived from the parallel operation of UPS inverters. Section IV depicts the active load-sharing techniques, including centralized control, MS control, ALS, and CC. Section V provides the description of the conventional droop control method, including a power flow analysis. Then, a generalization of the droop method, the virtual impedance loop approach, and the multiloop droop control techniques are described. Finally, in Section VI, a comparison between the control techniques and the conclusions is provided.

II. CONFIGURATIONS OF DISTRIBUTED UPS SYSTEMS

Distributed UPS systems support UPS units and critical loads flexibly located in an interconnected electrical power network. In order to add reliability and expandability to the system, redundant and parallel UPS systems are usually integrated into the power system. There are two major types of distributed UPS systems (see Fig. 1), i.e., online and line-interactive distributed systems [47].
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The distributed UPS systems are highly reliable because of redundancy. It is an advantage to achieve the $N + 1$ or $N + X$ redundancy in these systems, where $N$ UPS units supply the load, and 1 or $X$ additional units stay in reserve. They are also highly flexible to increase the capacity of the system when more power is needed, by simply adding more UPS units [21].

A. Redundancy $N + 1$ or $N + X$ UPS Units

The redundancy concept consists of having one ($N + 1$) or more UPS units ($N + X$) in reserve, and, if some of the rest of the $N$ modules are damaged or disconnected, this/these modules can automatically be connected to supply the functions of that unit. The redundancy can reduce the single point failure. A parallel redundant system can typically provide up to 99.99% availability, which means that the system does not operate for less than 1 h/year. In addition to having extra UPS modules, the parallel redundant system needs to give the operator some measure of system-level functionality. The simplest redundant UPS system is the 1+1 parallel redundant, which consists of using a centralized UPS with one reserve module [19].

B. Parallel Operation of UPS Systems

The proper parallel operation of the $N$ modules that configure the distributed UPS system is crucial. Generally speaking, a paralleled UPS system must achieve the following features [5], [6]: 1) the same output-voltage amplitude, frequency, and phase; 2) equal current sharing between the units; 3) flexibility to increase the number of units; and 4) plug and play operation at any time, also known as hot-swap operation capability. The parallel operation of UPS has a number of advantages, including thermal management, reliability, redundancy, modularity, maintainability, and size reduction.

III. CIRCULATING CURRENT ANALYSIS

The output currents of each UPS should be equal or at least proportional to its nominal power rating. The difference between those currents provokes circulating currents among the UPS units. The circulating current ($i_c$) is particularly dangerous at no-load or light-load conditions, since one or several modules can absorb active power operating in rectifier mode, as shown Fig. 2. This current increases the dc-link voltage level, which can result in damage to the dc-link capacitors or in a shutdown due to overload [24].

An analysis of the circulating current can be done by using the equivalent circuit of two UPS units connected in parallel, sharing a common load. The analysis presented in this section will be made using phasors, being only valid under sinusoidal conditions. Following Fig. 3, we can define the circulating apparent power as

$$\Delta S \triangleq S_1 - S_2$$

and, consequently, the active and reactive circulating powers are

$$\Delta P \triangleq P_1 - P_2$$

$$\Delta Q \triangleq Q_1 - Q_2.$$
then (2) and (3) can be simplified as

\[ \Delta P \approx \frac{E_1 E_2}{X_T} \sin \Delta \phi \approx \frac{E_1 E_2}{X_T} \Delta \phi \]

\[ \Delta Q \approx \frac{V}{X_T} \Delta E \]

where \( \Delta \phi = \phi_1 - \phi_2 \), and \( \Delta E = E_1 - E_2 \).

Thus, these equations can be expressed in function of the currents instead of the power, being the active and reactive circulating currents, as

\[ \Delta i_p \approx \frac{E_1 E_2}{V X_T} \Delta \phi \]

\[ \Delta i_q \approx \frac{\Delta E}{X_T}. \]  

In conclusion, assuming an inductive output impedance, the active and reactive powers or currents can be controlled by adjusting the phase and amplitude of the output voltage.

In order to try to avoid the circulating current, there exist a number of control strategies that can be classified in active load-sharing and droop control techniques, depending on the use or not of communication links between UPS units.

IV. ACTIVE LOAD SHARING

The first kind of control scheme, named the active load-sharing technique, needs intercommunication links. Although these links limit the flexibility of the UPS system and degrade its redundancy, both tight current sharing and low-output-voltage total harmonic distortion (THD) can be achieved. The following section provides a review of the existing techniques for paralleling inverters available in the literature. The active load-sharing techniques can be classified into four different types, i.e., centralized control [22], [23], MS [24]–[32], ALS [33]–[41], and 3C [42], [43]. Using these techniques, we will generate the current or power reference of each module, which is easy to scale according to its nominal power rating.

A. Centralized Control

This control technique, also known as concentrated control, is depicted in Fig. 4. It consists of dividing the total load current \( i_L \) by the number of modules \( N \), so that this value becomes the current reference \( i^*_j \) of each module \( j \) [22], [23]

\[ i^*_j = \frac{i_L}{N}, \quad \text{for} \quad j = 1, \ldots, N. \]

B. MS

In this technique, the master module regulates the load voltage. Hence, the master current \( i_M \) fixes the current references of the rest of the modules (slaves) as

\[ i^*_S = i_M, \quad \text{for} \quad S = 2, \ldots, N. \]  

Consequently, as shown in Fig. 6, the master acts as a voltage source inverter (VSI), whereas the slave works as a current source inverter (CSI) [30]. In this configuration, if the master unit fails, another module will take the role of master in order to avoid the overall failure of the system. There exist different variants of this control scheme, depending on the role of the master.

1) Dedicated: the master is one fix module.
2) Rotary: the master is arbitrarily chosen.
3) High-crest current: the master can be fixed by the module that brings the maximum rms or crest current. Unitrode ICs, such as UC3902 or UC3907, are used to parallel dc/dc converters, implementing the MS strategy in which...
the module that brings the maximum current automatically becomes the master.

This strategy can also be implemented by using average active and reactive powers as

\[ P_S^* = P_M, \quad \text{for} \quad S = 2, \ldots, N \]  
\[ Q_S^* = Q_M, \quad \text{for} \quad S = 2, \ldots, N. \]  

In this particular case, and by using the highest \( P \) and \( Q \) average values, a scheme similar to the high-crest current control strategy can be obtained. This control strategy is shown in Fig. 7, and in that case, the master UPS of \( P \) and \( Q \) can be different modules [28]. MS control is often adopted when using different UPS units mounted into a rack.

C. ALS

This is a true democratic control scheme in which every module tracks the average current done by all the active modules [33]–[41]. This scheme, shown in Fig. 8(a), is simple to implement by using a single wire, which contains the average current information computed by a resistor connected to the current sensor of every single module. In addition, adjusting the resistor to a proper value, we can parallel converters with different power rating. This control technique starts from an idea applied to parallel dc/dc converters by using current-sharing resistors connected to a common information bus. The current of all modules is averaged by means of a common current bus. The average current of all the modules is the reference for each individual one. This control scheme is highly reliable due to the real democratic conception, in which no MS philosophy is present. In addition, the approach is highly modular and expandable, making it interesting for industrial UPS systems. In general, this scheme is the most robust and useful of the aforementioned controllers. A variant of this technique is the current weighting distribution control [39]. The current reference of each module can be expressed as

\[ i_k^* = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} i_j, \quad \text{for} \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \]  

This control approach can be performed by using an inner or an outer current loop. The problem with using an outer loop...
is that due to that, the voltage loop has a narrow bandwidth, and in order to avoid instabilities, the current loop needs a compensator. As a consequence of the bandwidth reduction of this loop, the current dynamics is very slow, provoking poor current sharing during transients.

As usual, another possibility is to use active and reactive power information instead of the current. Thus, we use active and reactive power to adjust the phase and amplitude of each module. Fig. 8(b) shows the block diagram of the average power-sharing technique [41]. Using this technique, each UPS unit controls the active and reactive power flow in order to match the average active and reactive powers of the system by adjusting the phase and the amplitude of its own inner output-voltage reference. The active and reactive power can be obtained through the direct and reactive component decomposition of the output current. The average active and reactive power references of each module can be expressed as

\[
P_k^* = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} P_j
\]

\[
Q_k^* = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} Q_j, \quad \text{for} \quad k = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

An earlier work uses this method to achieve the power sharing between two UPS modules [40]. This control scheme can be extended to more units by using the active and reactive average power-sharing buses. Notice that this technique does not require any master or slave unit, and only low-bandwidth digital communications are required to achieve good \( P \) and \( Q \) sharing. Nevertheless, it only acts over the fundamental component of the output current, misleading the harmonic content. Hence, unbalances between the power stages and the power lines can produce large circulating harmonic current between the units.

D. 3C

This control scheme, shown in Fig. 9, consists of the current reference of each module taken from the aforementioned module, forming a control ring [42]. Note that the current reference of the first unit is obtained from that of the last unit to form a circular chain connection. This strategy can be expressed through

\[
i_1^* = i_N
\]

\[
i_k^* = i_{k-1}, \quad \text{for} \quad k = 2, \ldots, N.
\]

The approach can be interesting for distributed power systems based on ac power rings due to the distribution of power lines [54]. Fig. 10 illustrates the example of a distributed ring-forming UPS system. There are two lines in order to achieve bidirectional communication and to increase system reliability.
Fig. 8. ALS control schemes. (a) Average current sharing. (b) Average power sharing.
The current limitation control is a variant of the 3C. In this case, the load voltage is controlled by the master module, whereas the slave modules are only for sharing the load current. Except for the master module, the current command of the slave is generated by its previous module and limited in amplitude [43]. In this scheme, any module can be the master (dedicated, rotating, or high-crest current). The connection of all control circuits can form a circular chain connection such that every module may become the master.

V. DROOP CONTROL METHOD

The second kind of control scheme, named the droop control method, is able to avoid critical communication links. The absence of critical communications between the modules improves the reliability without restricting the physical location of the modules [44]–[74].

In the literature, the droop method is also called independent, autonomous, or wireless control. The droop method is based on a well-known concept in large-scale power systems, which consists of drooping the frequency of the ac generator when its output power increases. In the case of parallel-connected UPS inverters, the active and reactive powers supplied to the ac bus are sensed and averaged, and the resulting signals are used to adjust the frequency and amplitude of the UPS inverter output-voltage reference. The droop method achieves higher reliability and flexibility in the physical location of the modules since it only uses local power measurements.

A. Active and Reactive Power Droop Control

Traditionally, the inverter output impedance is considered to be inductive due to the high inductive component of the line impedance and the large inductor filter. Fig. 11 shows the equivalent circuit of an inverter connected to a common coupling point through an inductance. In this situation, the following well-known expressions of active and reactive powers can be derived and simplified by considering a small phase difference $\phi$ between the inverter output voltage $E$ and the common ac bus voltage $V$ ($\sin \phi \approx \phi$ and $\cos \phi \approx 1$):

$$P = EV \sin \phi \approx \frac{EV \phi}{X} \quad (17)$$

$$Q = EV \cos \phi - V^2 X \approx \frac{V X (E - V)}{X} \quad (18)$$

where $X$ is the output reactance of the inverter.

From these equations, we can conclude that $P$ increases with the phase angle and $Q$ with the amplitude difference $(E - V)$. Hence, if we want a negative feedback, then we need to reduce $\phi$ and $E$ when $P$ and $Q$ increase. Consequently, one solution is to introduce artificial droops into the output-voltage reference. Thus, $P - \omega$ and $Q - V$ droop schemes are often adopted.

Fig. 12 shows the block diagram of the conventional droop control scheme. The simplest form to implement the control law can be expressed as follows [46]:

$$\omega = \omega^* - m(P - P^*) \quad (19)$$

$$E = E^* - n(Q - Q^*) \quad (20)$$
where $\omega^*$ and $E^*$ are the output-voltage frequency and amplitude at no load, and $m$ and $n$ are the droop frequency and amplitude coefficients. $P^*$ and $Q^*$ are the active and reactive power references, which are commonly set to zero ($P^* = 0$ and $Q^* = 0$) when we connect UPS units in parallel, autonomously forming an energetic island. However, if we want to share power with a constant power source, e.g., the utility grid, we should fix the active and reactive powers to be drawn from the unit.

Notice that although (17) shows a relationship between $\phi$ and $P$, (19) uses frequency $\omega$ instead of $\phi$. This is because the units do not know the initial phase value of the other units; however, the initial frequency at no load can easily be fixed as $\omega^*$. In fact, it is necessary to compensate the difference between the crystal clock generators. This is the reason why trying to remove the frequency deviation through an integrator is not a long-time stable solution [47]. The frequency restoration must externally be done or, in an online double-conversion UPS system, through the utility grid when it is present.

Using this method, it is well known that if the droop coefficients are increased, then good power sharing is achieved at the expense of degrading the voltage regulation, which can be acceptable if, for instance, the frequency and amplitude deviations are mostly at 2% and 5%, respectively. In fact, $m$ and $n$ are designed from (19) and (20) by using

$$m = \frac{\delta\omega}{P_{\text{max}}}$$

(21)

$$n = \frac{\delta e}{2Q_{\text{max}}}$$

(22)

where $\delta\omega$ and $\delta e$ are the maximum allowed frequency and voltage deviation, and $P_{\text{max}}$ and $Q_{\text{max}}$ are the nominal $P$ and $Q$ provided by the UPS. This way, the $P$ and $Q$ sharing errors [(2) and (3)] in steady state are done by the error of frequency $\varepsilon_\omega$ and voltage $\varepsilon_E$ as

$$\varepsilon_P = \frac{\varepsilon_\omega}{m}$$

(23)

$$\varepsilon_Q = \frac{\varepsilon_E}{n}$$

(24)

where $\varepsilon_P$ and $\varepsilon_Q$ are the steady-state active and reactive power differences, and $\varepsilon_\omega$ and $\varepsilon_E$ are the differences in frequency and amplitude between the inverters.

As can be seen, $\varepsilon_P$ and $\varepsilon_Q$ can be reduced by increasing $m$ and $n$, but the limited by (21) and (22). Fig. 13 illustrates the tradeoff for the case of the $m$ coefficient. Note that the power-sharing error depends on the frequency error but not in the inherent frequency deviation.


When units of different rating are connected in parallel, the droop coefficient values have to be adjusted according to the following relationships [46]:

\[
\begin{align*}
m_1 S_1 &= m_2 S_2 = \cdots = m_n S_N \quad (25) \\
n_1 S_1 &= n_2 S_2 = \cdots = n_n S_N \quad (26)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(S_i\) is the apparent power of the UPS \(i\).

Usually, the inverter output impedance is considered to be inductive, which is often justified by the high inductive component of the line impedance and the large inductor of the output filter. However, this is not always true, since the closed-loop output impedance also depends on the control strategy, and the line impedance is predominantly resistive for low voltage cabling. The output impedance of the closed-loop inverter affects the power-sharing accuracy and determines the droop control strategy. Thus, (17) and (18) can be recalculated by considering a general output impedance of each inverter \(Z \angle \theta\). The active and reactive powers injected to the bus by every unit can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
P &= \left( \frac{EV}{Z} \cos \phi - \frac{V^2}{Z} \right) \cos \theta + \frac{EV}{Z} \sin \phi \sin \theta \\
Q &= \left( \frac{EV}{Z} \cos \phi - \frac{V^2}{Z} \right) \sin \theta - \frac{EV}{Z} \sin \phi \cos \theta
\end{align*}
\]

where \(E\) and \(V\) are the amplitudes of the inverter output voltage and the common bus voltage, \(\phi\) is the power angle, and \(Z\) and \(\theta\) are the magnitude and phase of the output impedance, respectively. Notice that there is no decoupling between \(P - \phi\) and \(Q - E\).

Consequently, we can rewrite the droop control method in general form as [67]

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega &= \omega^* - m(P \sin \theta - Q \cos \theta) \\
E &= E^* - n(P \cos \theta + Q \sin \theta).
\end{align*}
\]

The output impedance angle \(\theta\) determines the droop control law, as shown in Table I. Fig. 14 shows the droop control functions depending on the output impedance. The controller gains \(m\) and \(n\) are chosen as a function of the nominal values of \(P\) and \(Q\), and the maximum allowed deviations in frequency \(\delta \omega\) and amplitude \(\delta E\) (Table I).

### B. Virtual Output Impedance: The Multiloop Approach

It is known that the line impedance has a considerable effect on the power-sharing accuracy of the \(P/Q\) droop method. Alternatively or complementary to the use of signal communications, it is often used as a fast control loop, called virtual output impedance, which can be used to fix the output impedance of the inverter.

This impedance should be larger than the combined values of the output impedance of the UPS inverter plus the maximum power line impedance. The implementation of the virtual output impedance can be done by using the following expression [66]:

\[
v_o = v_o^* - i_o Z_o(s)
\]

where \(Z_o(s)\) is the transfer function of the virtual output impedance, \(v_o^*\) is the voltage reference calculated by the \(P/Q\)-sharing loop, and \(v_o\) is the output voltage provided to the inner control loops. Fig. 15 shows the block diagram of a droop controller with the virtual output impedance loop. The output impedance value must be selected following a similar way as the \(m\) and \(n\) coefficients, according to the nominal apparent power \(S_i\) of each UPS unit \(i\), i.e.,

\[
Z_o1 S_1 = Z_o2 S_2 = \cdots = Z_o N S_n.
\]

At this point, we should bear in mind that the output impedance has become a control variable of our system.

Another practical issue is the desirable hot-swap or plug "n" play capability, which consists of the seamless operation of the UPS inverter when it is suddenly connected to the common ac bus. The output current peak in such a situation is expressed as [65]

\[
I_{pk} \approx \frac{E}{X} \cdot \Delta \phi
\]

where \(\Delta \phi\) is the phase-locked-loop (PLL) phase error.

In order to reduce this initial current peak, we can reduce the PLL error to a limited small angle, but this is still not enough because this error is difficult to control due to the fact that the PLL accuracy depends on the sensor errors and on other nonideal parameters. Bearing in mind that the output impedance is a new adjustable control parameter, by following (33), we can deduce that another way to reduce the current peak is to increase the output inductance \(L_D\). Hence, a soft-start operation of the output impedance is proposed to alleviate this initial transient peak, achieving a seamless connection of the inverter to the common bus (hot-swap operation) [67] as

\[
L_D^* = L_D^* + \left( L_D^* - L_D^* \right) e^{-t/T_{ST}}
\]

where \(L_D^*\) and \(L_D^*\) are the initial and final values of the output impedance, and \(T_{ST}\) is the time constant of the soft-start operation. The soft-start operation proposed here consists of connecting the inverter to the common bus using a high output impedance and reducing it slowly toward the nominal value, as shown in Fig. 16. This way, the initial current peak can be avoided in spite of the PLL error.
In addition, to prevent the increase of the dc-link voltage produced by the circulating currents, protective control algorithms have been proposed [70]. Fig. 17 shows the regeneration protection concept, which is based on the rising dc-link voltage. If this voltage rises over the reference value, the battery converter stops delivering power from the battery side. A proportional controller detects the error signal of the dc-link voltage. The control algorithm increases the sine reference value of this inverter module to stop this energy feedback.

C. Harmonic Current Sharing

The current THD in typical nonlinear loads can be up to 150%, i.e., the sum of the harmonic current rms values can be up to 1.5 times the fundamental harmonic component. Hence, the UPS modules must be able to share these harmonics. This fact motivates the harmonic current sharing when supplying nonlinear loads.

The distorted power can be obtained from the apparent power $S$, active power $P$, and reactive power $Q$ by using the following expression:

$$D = \sqrt{S^2 - P^2 - Q^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

This expression, described in [48], obtains the apparent power value $S$ through the rms value of the instantaneous power, subtracts the square root values of $P$ and $Q$, and calculates the square root, obtaining the distorted power $D$.

Fig. 18 shows a controller that was proposed to share nonlinear loads by adjusting the output-voltage bandwidth with the delivered harmonic power [48]. This can be done by proportionally increasing the output-voltage loop gain to $D$, and hence, the bandwidth is reduced. As a consequence, the output impedance in the high-frequency range is increased, and the harmonic power sharing is automatically done. Nevertheless, this control strategy uses a complicated algorithm to calculate the harmonic current content, i.e., it uses three square calculations and a square root. Another important drawback is that the harmonic current sharing is achieved at the expense of reducing the stability of the system.

In another approach [55], every single term of the harmonic current is used to produce a proportional droop into the
corresponding harmonic voltage term, which is added to the output-voltage reference. In a similar way, it was proposed to adjust the resonant terms of a bank of generalized integrators in the control loop in function of each harmonic current value [78].

In addition, the harmonic current sharing can also be obtained through the virtual output impedance approach, in which the value of the harmonic component can be independently adjusted by means of a bank of bandpass filters. Fig. 19 shows this kind of multiple-loop droop control implementation [67].
D. Communications

The droop method does not need any communication link between the UPS inverters. This can be interesting when having islanded inverters that have to share the total load. However, it has several problems when trying to apply to the following.

1) Online distributed UPS system: In this case, the UPS inverters must be synchronized in phase with the utility mains when present. One additional loop can adjust the frequency and phase in a PLL fashion. Communications can reduce this problem. Furthermore, little measurement phase errors result in large circulating current between the inverters. In addition, it is necessary to communicate to the UPS units if one of the static bypass switches is turned on, among other emergency settings.

2) Line-interactive distributed UPS system: When the utility mains is disconnected, the UPS units have good balance; however, they must be resynchronized to the utility grid when the fault is cleared. Some authors propose just waiting to match the grid phase or to overload the UPS unit more closed to the utility switch. Both solutions are not reliable, and hazards can make the system shut down.

3) Large-area UPS system: In applications like a microgrid, the units can be located at distant points. Consequently, the power lines can be highly unbalanced, and the measurement errors can contribute to produce high circulating currents.

All these problems can be overcome by using communications. Combining low-bandwidth communications with the droop method can be a high-performance solution for a true distributed UPS system.

VI. Performance Comparison and Conclusion

In this case, low-bandwidth communications are enough, since these signals are averaged over one line cycle. However, the harmonic component is not reflected on the active and reactive powers. Thus, the harmonic power sharing is poor, which can be a problem when sharing nonlinear loads with a high crest factor. Active load-sharing techniques also require for the output-voltage reference phase signal (which can be achieved by a dedicated line or by using a PLL circuit to synchronize all UPS modules). In a typical UPS application, the reference voltage is either synchronized with the external bypass utility line or, when this is not present, with an internal oscillator signal.

Active load-sharing techniques have been classified into four main groups, i.e., centralized control, MS, ALS, and 3C. The centralized control is simple and stable, obtaining an excellent current sharing. However, it has low reliability and redundancy. In addition, the controller needs to know the total number of active units and to sense the total load current to supply. Thus, a distributed power system cannot be managed by this controller, which is suitable for UPS systems with parallel output inverters inside the same equipment. The MS control has good current-sharing capability and stability. Although the reliability of the system can be improved by using a rotating master strategy, it makes its control and management complicated. This kind of control is useful in rack-mounted UPS systems. In contrast, ALS control has a higher modularity, since the controllers of every unit can be equal, without having to change their configuration. In this sense, it is a real democratic control scheme, being suitable for industrial UPS systems able to be expanded. However, transients and stability problems have to be managed by the current-sharing control loops. Finally, the 3C strategy seems to be interesting when forming an ac power ring, since the control communications topology can have the same form.

Depending on the application of the UPS system, the voltage loop of the parallel control structure can be centralized or distributed. When using compact equipment, it can be interesting to have a common central voltage loop, whereas when using modular equipment, it can be appropriate to implement a distributed voltage loop. Table III shows that centralized or MS controllers cannot use a distributed voltage loop, whereas ALS and 3C strategies can perform both possibilities.

Alternatively, the droop-based control techniques avoid the need for critical communication links. Some improvements have been done to overcome their limitations. However, the tradeoff between power sharing and frequency, voltage, and phase regulation is always present. Noncritical communications can help not only to overcome this inherent tradeoff but also to synchronize the UPS system to an external voltage source, like the utility mains. Furthermore, the virtual output impedance loop lets us use the output impedance of the UPS as an additional control variable. Consequently, the droop method
can have additional performances like hot-swap operation, harmonic power sharing, and low sensitivity to line impedance unbalances. These performances allow the integration of distributed UPS systems into complex distributed storage and generation systems like electrical microgrids.
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